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MIDDLETON, WISCONSIN July, 12
th

 2021 / Press Newswire - First Call - Proactive 

Publishing LLC, a vertically integrated publisher located in South Central Wisconsin (USA) 

announces the release of the 2
nd

 Edition of the successful Career Publication Have Résumé Will 

Travel At $100,000+ A Veteran Insider’s Guide to Executive Job-Changing. First edition of this 

publication was first published in 2007. 
 

 

Proactive Publishing and author Patrick Franzen has created an extremely effective career 

publication that is the new gold standard towards seeking and securing new Executive, Six-

Figure Employment offers. This updated and revised publication via this release of the 2
nd

 

Edition will be an indispensable career resource and career guide towards assisting executive 

candidates at any level towards achieving career success when seeking new employment. The 

author’s new benchmark 2
nd

 Edition career publication has set an incremental and impressive 

new standard, relative to other employment search career publications. Author Patrick Franzen 

has gained national widespread recognition for his prolific literary output, and excellent career 

publications.    

 

Author Patrick Franzen has distilled decades of hard-earned corporate wisdom and career 

experience into this easy to read and highly effective publication that will mentor executive 

candidates, either currently employed or unemployed how to successfully seek and secure new 

employment at the six-figure compensational level.  
 

 

This 2
nd

 Edition publication will be beneficially diverse than any other career book available in 

print today, mainly because of the author’s corporate career background and the vivid content 

that the author writes about from his own real corporate experience that spans all most four 

decades. There may never be another candidate and/or author who will be in a position to share 

their field-tested strategies that deliver such successful and effective job search action plans than 

this book. Author Patrick Franzen has achieved incredible career success in the arena of securing 

over 10 Corporate Management Employment offers from both Fortune 500 and large 

International Employers over an extended four-decade long period.  
 
 

This publication is available as an e-Book (On-Demand) from Proactive Publishing’s website, or 

it can be purchased as a hard copy from Amazon. Proactive Publishing distributes career 

publications to all 50 States and internationally, including Western Europe, Australia, India and         

the Pacific Rim. Please direct all inquiries directly to Proactive Publishing’s Editor-in-Chief, 

Patrick Franzen at Patrick@CareerSuccess360.com or call 608.824.0720 Monday – Friday (8:00 

AM – 5:00 PM) Central Standard Time.  
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